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Galerie Max Hetzler is pleased to announce Kitchen Knife, Giulia
Andreani’s third solo exhibition with the gallery, and the frst in Berlin.
Central themes in Giulia Andreani’s work include the perception of
women in art and society, the contemporary and the historical,
motherhood, trauma and forgotten fgures in politics and art history.
Unearthing buried narratives, the artist creates a dialogue with the past to
reconstruct prescient stories that can guide us into the future.
Sociological and historical research deeply inform Andreani’s practice,
“feeding the painting”, with research which draws on historical from the
public domain and from archives, as well as from private family albums.
The artist works exclusively in Payne’s grey, which is suited to her use of
photography as source material, aiming either to bring to light historically
forgotten narratives, or to exorcise politically or historically difcult
characters. The paintings almost exclusively show human fgures or
portraits, with the eyes being the focal point, as the gaze forms the point
of contact between the artist and her source material, and again between
painting and viewer.
Andreani centres this exhibition around several themes. The frst of these
comprises a group of works which refect on the male tradition in art as
the background against which any reception of a young painter takes
place. One of these is Female gaze, 2021, a portrait of German flm
director Leni Riefenstahl, superfcially emancipated and prominent in her
artistic endeavours, but essentially dependent on her following and
representing the views of a fascist dictatorship. The large canvas Like a
girl in a peep show, 2021, plays on the difering perspectives of the male
artistic gaze and on Andreani’s position to this, not only as a painter, but
as a woman and as a feminist. She also emphasises the refected gaze of
the viewers who bring their own individual and again difering
perspectives to the work. While her work is about perception and
reception, the latter especially is not always predictable and will change
over the course of time. On this, Andreani quotes Algerian feminist lawyer
Wassyla Tamzali, who explains: “If the past comes back to us, it is
because of the present”.
Another thread includes two portraits of Franca Viola, 2021, a young
Sicilian who in 1966 refused to enter into a "rehabilitating marriage" with
her rapist, thereby becoming an important fgure in Italian legislative
history. Here, marriage is shown to be a patriarchal concept even within
quite recent European history, covering for violence against women.
Following on from there, we encounter ideas of maternity, ranging from
the status bestowed on females in society through becoming mothers, to
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the passing on of knowledge from women throughout history. The large
paintings Le cours de sculpture, 2021 and HEX(E), 2021 combine themes
of powerful feminine wisdom and capability. Throughout art history
depictions of maternity, both secular and religious, have played a huge
part in our visual vocabulary; however, they tend to reinforce patriarchal
notions of maternity, which Andreani is readdressing in HEX(E).
Three sculptures titled Sentinelles, 2019, complete the exhibition. They
are made of glass in the traditional Murano technique, which uses gold
within the glass, giving the works an appearance of skin. The sculptures
represent the heads of three female artists whom Andreani greatly
admires: Valentine Prax, Lucienne Heuvelmans and Hannah Höch. They
act as guardians—benign, enlightened fgures to whom the artist turns.
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